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:DISCUSSION: The director of the service center denied the nonimmigrant visa petition and the matter is now
before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be dismissed. The petition will be
denied.

The petitioner is a software, development, consulting and traInIng business that seeks to employ the
beneficiary as a programmer analyst. The petitioner, therefore, endeavors to classify the beneficiary as a
nonimmigrant worker in a specialty occupation pursuant to section 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 1l01(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). The director denied the petition because the
proffered position is not a specialty occupation and the beneficiary is not qualified to perform the duties of a
specialty occupation.

The record of proceeding before the AAO contains: (1) the Form 1-129 and supporting documentation; (2) the
director's request for evidence (RFE); (3) the petitioner's response to the director's reque~t; (4) the director's
denial letter; and (5) the Form I-290B, with the petitioner's brief. The AAO reviewed the record in its entirety
before reaching its decision.

The first issue before the AAOis whether the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation. To meet
its burden of proof in this regard, the petitioner must establish that the job it is offering to the beneficiary
meets the following statutory and regulatory requirements.

Section 214(i)(1) of the Act, 8 U.S.c. § 1184(i)(1), defines the term "specialty occupation" as an occupation
that requires:

(A) theoretical and practical application of a body ofhighly specialized knowledge, and

(B) attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or its equivalent)
as a minimum for entry into the occupation in the United States.

The term "specialty occupation" is further defined at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii) as:

An occupation which requires theoretical and practical application of a body of highly
speCialized knowledge in fields of human endeavor including, but not limited to, architecture"
engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, social sciences, medicine and health, education,
business specialties, accounting, law, theology, and the arts, and which requires the
attainment ofa bachelor's degree or higher in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, as a
minimum for entry into the occupation in the United States.

Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a specialty occupation, the position must meet one of
the folloying criteria:

(1) A baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent IS normally the mInImUm
requirement for entry into the particular position;
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(2) The degree requirement is common to the industry in parallel posItIons among
similar organizations or, in the alternative, an employer may show that its particular
position is so complex or unique that it can be performed only by an individual with a
degree;

(3) The employer normally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position; or

(4) The nature of the specific duties is so specialized and complex that knowledge
required to perform the duties is usually associated with the attainment of a
baccalaureate or higher degree.

Citizenship and Immigration Services (CIS) consistently interprets the term "degree" in the above criteria to
mean not just any baccalaureate or higher degree, but one in a specific specialty that is directly related to the
proffered position.

To determine whether a particular job qualifies as a specialty occupation, CIS does not simply rely on a
position's title. The specific duties of the proffered position, combined with the nature of the petitioning
entity's business operations, are factors to be considered. CIS must examine the ultimate employment of the
alien, and determine whether the position qualifies as a specialty occupation. Cf Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F.
3d 384 (5 th Cir. 2000). The critical element is not the title of the position nor an employer's self-imposed
standards, but whether the position actually requires the theoretical and practical application of a body of
highly specialized knowkdge,and the attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in the specific specialty
as the minimum for entry into the occupation, as required by the Act.

The petitioner seeks the beneficiary's services as a programmer analyst. Evidence of the beneficiary's duties
includes: the petitioner's May 10, 2005 letter in support of the petition and the petitioner's undated response
to the director's request for evidence. As stated by the petitioner, the proposed duties are as follows:

• Analyze, research, design, and write specifications, and maintain, enhance, and develop
applications software;

• Write detailed descriptions of user needs, program functions, and steps required to develop or
modify computer programs;

• Develop and maintain proficiency in utilizing technical and analytical tools to give optimum
results to the business and management;

.• Study existing business processes and organizational procedures;

• Write detailed description of user needs and document steps required to develop or modify
computer applications;
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• Implement applications for HR, payroll, base benefits, and benefits administration;

• Analyze business procedures and problems to redefine data and convert to programmable form;

• Define and create standard operating procedures (SOP) and training/policy documentation;

• Study existing information processing systems to evaluate effectiveness and develop new
systems to improve production or work flow;

• Conduct studies pertaining to the development of new information systems to meet current and
projected needs;

• Provide technical support to project teams, members, and associates; and

• Develop and maintain proficiency in utilizing technical and analytical tools to give optimum
results to the business and management.

The record also includes an LCA submitted at the time of filing listing the beneficiary's work location in
Chantilly, Virginia as a programmer analyst.

On September 23, 2005, the director requested additional evidence from the petitioner, including a detailed
statement ofthe beneficiary's proposed duties and responsibilities.

In an undated response, the petitioner submitted a description of duties for the beneficiary and a copy. of a
subcontractor agreement between the petitioner and Idea for providing information technology
services at the worksite of Idea Integration Corp.'s client, Freddie Mac, under the terins designated in Statements
ofWork from Idea Integration Corp.

The director found that the proposed programmer duties do not require a bachelor's degree in a specific
specialty. Citing the Department of Labor's (DOL) Occupational Outlook Handbook (Handbook), the director
noted that the minimum requirement for entry into the p~sition was· not a baccalaureate degree or its
equivalent in a specific specialty. The director concluded that the petitioner failed to establish any of the
criteria found at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). .

On appeal, the petitioner states, in part, that the proposed duties, which entail providing consulting services to
the petitioner's end-client Freddie Mac, require that the consultant hold a bachelor's degree. The petitioner
also states that all its programmer analysts have a minimum of a bachelor's degree. The petitioner submits a
list of its computer analysts and their respective degrees, a letter from a similar business, job postings, and
excerpts ,from the Handbook as supporting documentation.
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The evidence of record indicates that the proposed duties entail providing consulting services to the
petitioner's end client Freddie Mac. The court in Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384 (5 th Cir. 2000) held that
for the purpose of determining whether a proffered position is a specialty occupation, a petitioner acting as an
employment contractor is merely a. "token employer," while the entity for which the services are to be
.performed is the "more relevant employer." The Defensor court recognized that evidence of the client
companies' job requirements is critical where the work is to be performed for entities other than the petitioner.
The ~ourt held that the legacy Immigration and Naturalization Service had reasonably interpreted the statute
and regulations as requiring the petitioner to produce evidence that a proffered position qualifies as a specialty
occupation on the basis of the requirements imposed by the entities using the beneficiary's services.

When a petitioner is acting as an employment contractor, the entity ultimately using the alien's services must
submit a detailed job description of the duties that the alien will perform. and the qualifications that are
required to perform the job duties. From this evidence, CIS will determine whether the duties require the
theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge, and the attainment of a
baccalaureate or higher degree, or its equivalent, in the specific specialty as the minimum for entry into the
occupation as required by the Act.

In this matter, the petitioner in an undated letter provided a general description of the proposed computer
programmer analyst duties. The petitioner, however, must detail its expectations of the proffered position and
must provide evidence of what the duties of the proffered position entail on a daily basis. In circumstances
where the beneficiary will provide services to a third party, the third party must also provide details of its
expectations of the position. Such descriptions must correspond to the needs of the petitioner and/or the third
party and be substantiated by documentary evidence. To allow otherwise would require acceptance of any
petitioner's generic description to establish that its proffered position is a specialty occupation. CIS must rely
on a detailed, comprehensive description demonstrating what the petitioner expects from the beneficiary in
relation to its business, what the third party contractor expects from the beneficiary in relation to its business,
and what the proffered position actually requires, in order to analyze and determine whether the duties of the
position require a baccalaureate degree in a specialty. I

The petitioner does not provide substantive evidence that the duties of the proffered position incorporate the
theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge that requires the attainment of
a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty or its equivalent as a minimum for entry into the
occupation in the United States. Only a detailed job description from the entity that requires the alien's
services will suffice to meet the burden of proof in these proceedings. Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384
(5th Cir. 2000). Although the subcontractor agreement between the petitioner and Idea Integration Corp.

I The AAO observes that the DOL's Handbook reports that there are many training paths available for
programmers and that although bachelor's degrees are commonly required, certain jobs may require only a
two-year degree or certificate; that most employers prefer to hire persons who have at least a bachelor's
degree and broad knowledge ofa variety of computer systems and technologies for positions of computer
,software engineer; and that there is no universally accepted way to prepare for a job as a systems analyst,
although most.employers place a premium on some formal college education.
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stipulates that the terms of the proposed information technology services will be designated in Statements of
Work, the evidence of record contains no such documentation. Going on record without supporting
documentary evidence is not sufficient for purposes of meeting the burden of proof in these proceedings.
Mattero! Sofjici, 22 I&N Dec: 158, 165 (Comm. 1998) (citing Matter of Treasure Craft of California, 14
I&N Dec. 190 (Reg. Comm. 1972)).

In this matter, without a comprehensive description of the beneficiary's actual duties from the entity utilizing
the beneficiary's services, in this case, Freddie Mac, the AAO is precluded from determining whether the
offered position is one that would normally impose the minimum of a baccalaureate degree. in a specific
specialty. Accordingly, the petitioner has not established the proffered position as a specialty occupation
under 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(iii)(A)(1).

In that the record does not offer a comprehensive description of the duties the beneficiary would perform for
the petitioner's client, the petitioner is also precluded from meeting the requirements of the three remaining
alternate criteria at·8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). Without a meaningful job description, the petitioner may
not establish the position's duties as parallel to any degreed positions within similar organizations in its
industry or distinguish the position as more complex or unique than similar, but non-degreed, employment, as
required by alternate prongs of the second criterion. Absent a detailed listing of the duties the beneficiary
would perform under contract, the petitioner cannot establish that it previously employed degreed individuals
to perform such duties, as required by the third criterion. Neither can the petitioner satisfy the requirements of
the fourth criterion by distinguishing the proffered position based on the specialization and complexity of its
duties.

Upon review of the totality of the record, the record fails to reveal sufficient evidence that the offered position
requires a bachelor's' degree, or its equivalent, in a specific discipline. Accordingly, it is concluded that the
petitioner has not demonstrated that the offered position is a specialty occupation within the meaning of the
regulations.

The director also found that the petitioner had not established that the beneficiary's U.S. bachelor's degree in
economics qualifies him for the proffered position. On appeal, the petitioner submits a credentials evaluation
as evidence that the beneficiary's educational background is equivalent to a U.S. bachelor's degree in
computer information systems.

Section 214(i)(2) of the' Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1184(i)(2), states that an alien applying for classification as an H-l B
nonimmigrant worker must possess full state licensure to practice in the occupation, if such licensure is
r)quired to practice in. the occupation, and completion of the degree in the specialty that the occupation
requires. If the alien does not possess the required degree, the petitioner must demonstrate that the alien has
experience in the specialty equivalent to the completion of such degree, and recognition of expertise in the
specialty through progressively responsible positions relating to the specialty.

Pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C), to qualify to perform services in a specialty occupation, an alien
must meet one of the following criteria:
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(1) Hold a United States baccalaureate or higher degree required by the specialty
occupation from an accredited college or university;

(2) Hold aforeign degree determined to be equivalent to a United States baccalaureate or
higher degree required by the specialty occupation from an accredited college or
university;

(3) Hold an unrestricted state license, registration or certification which authorizes him
or her to fully practice the specialty occupation and be immediately engaged in that
specialty in the state of intended employment; or

(4) Have education, specialized training, and/or progressively responsible experience
that is equivalent to completion of a United States baccalaureate or higher degree in
the specialty occupation, and have recognition of expertise in the specialty through
progressively responsible positions directly related to the specialty.

The beneficiary holds a U.S. bachelor's degree in economics and certificates of foreign, computer-related·
training. The record contains an academic credentials evaluation from the IndoUS Technology & Educational
Services; Inc. (ITES, Inc.), prepared by Dr. a professor in the Computer Science
Department, at Raritan Valley Community College in New Jersey, who concludes that the beneficiary
possesses the equivalent of a bachelor's degree in computer information systems from an accredited college
or university in the United States. Although Professor Reddy asserts that he has authority to grant college
level credit for training and/or work experience, the record contains no corroborating evidence, such as a
letter from the provost, in support of his assertion. Going on record without supporting documentary evidence
is not sufficient for purposes of meeting the burden of proof in these proceedings. Matter ofSojjici, 22 I&N
Dec. 158, 165 (Comni. 1998) (citing Matter of Treasure Craft ofCalifornia, 14 I&N Dec. 190 (Reg. Comm.
1972)). Furthermore, the record contains no evidence that Raritan Valley Community College has a program
for granting credit, as required by 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(l),z Thus, the evaluation carries no weight in
these proceedings. CIS uses an evaluation by a credentials evaluation organization of a person's foreign
education as an advisory opinion only. Where an evaluation is not in accord with previous equivalencies or is
in any way questionable, it may be discounted or given less weight. Matter of Sea, Inc., 19 I&N Dec. 817
(Comm. 1988). Accordingly, it is concluded that the petitioner has not demonstrated that the beneficiary is
qualified to perform a specialty occupation. .

Beyond the decision of the director, the petitioner has not demonstrated. that the labor condition application
(LCA) filed by"the petitioner is valid. The LCA submitted at the time of filing lists the work location as Chantilly,
Virginia, the location of the petitioner. The evidence of record indicates that the proposed worksite is Freddie

2 A review of this institution's website at http://wwvv.raritanval.edul does not reflect that Raritan Valley
Community College has a program for granting credit, as required by 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(D)(l).
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Mac. The record, however, does not contain an address for Freddie Mac. As the beneficiary's actual duties and
ultimate worksite are unclear, it has not been shown that the work would be covered by the location on the LCA.
For this additional reason, the petition may not be approved.

An application or petition that fails to comply with the technical requirements of the law may be denied by
the AAOeven if the Service Center does not identify all of the grounds for denial in the initial decision. See
Spencer Enterprises, Inc. v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 2d 1025, 1043 (E.D. Cal. 2001), afJ'd. 345 F.3d 683
(9th Cir. 2003); see also Dar v. INS, 891 F.2d 997, 1002 n. 9 (2d Cir. 1989)(noting that the AAO reviews
appeals on ade novo basis).

The petition will be denied and the appeal dismissed for the above stated reasons, with each considered as an
independent and alternative basis for the decision. In visa petition proceedings, the burden of proving
eligibility for the benefit sought.remains entirely with the petitioner. Section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.c. § 1361.
Here, that burden has not been met.

The burden of proof in these proceedings rests solely with the petitioner. Section 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1361. The petitioner has not sustained that burden.

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. The petition is denied.


